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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Guidance studies of pupils in school f'requently have show. 
that pupils are disinterested in sociai studies. Follow-up 
studies of high school graduates have often shown that, in 
the opinion of these graduates, social studies was af little 
use to them in later life. These studies have not given any 
conclusive evidence that social studies has failed as a pro-
gram. This probably indicates in the social s·tudies class-
rooms investigated that pupils were working under low motiva-
tion. 
Since the learning provided by the social studies was 
found to be dull or useless, perhaps an examination of the 
methods is in order. The inclusion of more materials on 
science and technology might heighten interest and improve so-
cial education at the same time.l/ 
In the Johnston study it was found that a dislike of the 
social studies centered. around two factors: 
(1} The subject was tiresome and boring and repeti-
titious and {2} the textbooks and work related to the 
subject were disliked. One of the reasons for the dis-
kfobn H. Har.fner and Howard H. Cu.nnnings, "A Look Ahead,tt 
Twenty-Seventh Yearbook of the National Council for the Social 
Studies, 1956, p• ~46. 
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like of the social studies textbo~~ was the lack of 
gradation to meet reading levels.~ 
Statement of the problem.-~ The purposes of this study 
were (1) to determine methods for improving the teaching of 
social studies, and (2) to find reasons for disliking social 
studies. 
Justification of the study.- If teachers knew the in-
terests of the students, these interests could be made use of 
in the daily program. A list of all the activities and 
hobbies which the students like to do in a year would make a 
valuable source from which to draw. 
Terman states that: 
We find that the most successful child is highly 
intelligent and highly interested. Some children who 
are not highly interested have succeeded, but they are 
highly intelligent. Again some highly intelligent, but 
not highly interested have not succeeded, and finally 
some with lower intelligence and not a high degree of 
success are highly interested. A child must be intereste 
to achieve success. The higher the interest and tQe 
higher the intelligence, the greater the success.Y 
Interest has always been considered one of the fundamen-
tal factors in creating a desire for learning. Children's 
interest should be directed toward me~ningful learning ex-
periences.· 
Johnston ·stated, •since actually doing things has learn-
ing value far beyond the learning which comas from reading 
!/Florence Johnston, "Preferences of Fifth Grade Children 
for Certain Social Studies Activities," (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1958}, p. 6. 
~Lawrence M. Terman, (ed.), Genetic Studies of Genius 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1925}, I, p. 480. 
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about things in a book or £rom listening to the teacher tell 
about them~ we can readily appreciate the increasing emph~s 
upon activities. n!/ 
The teacher and his pupils must work out together the 
kinds o£ learning activities which will actually enable the 
pupils to learn more effectively what they set out to learn. 
Learning activities that give students experiences in situa-
tions which are realistic for growing toward their individual 
goals are needed. These activities should prepare the stu-
dent for experiences which will be encountered in later years 
Learning experiences at every level need to contribute to 
developing concepts~ abilities, and values if good social 
studies education is to take place. 
By a variety of techniques the teacher must find the 
extent to which students are thinking, reading~ and discuss in~· 
current events that concern social studies. He must know if 
they are recognizing and developing democratic attitudes~ 
working together effectively, and developing an interest for 
participation in social affairs.§/ 
Using these guiding principles, the teacher brings the 
social studies curriculum to life in the classroom and com-
munity. Manuals and instructional guides are merely aids to 
help the teacher. Students must live what they learn. Thus~ 
!fbid., p. a. 
~tella Kern and Jean Fair~ "Teacher and Children Improve 
the Curriculum," Twenty:-Sixth Yearbook of the National Counci 
for the Social Studies, ~955, p. 86. 
3 
the social studies teacher~ through a better and more dynamic 
teaching~ helps children become the citizens this country 
needs. 
4 
. , 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Very little research has been done to date in the field 
of preferred. activities in social studies .for fourth grade 
children. The literature that is reviewed in this chapter 
is material that explains the methods used in teaching social 
studies and the objectives which should be realized through 
the use of these methods • 
The curriculum for the schools today must be such as to 
.foster adaptability and to provide experiences in creativity 
on the part of the pupils. Each child must know bow to thinl! 
critically and 'how to continue his further learning on a life 
long basis. Among the most basie skills which he must devel-
op are those involved in solving problems and making deci-
sions; memorized answers to past and present problems are not 
enough. The student must learn to develop nE!w generaliza-
tions based on new data. He ;must learn to develop his cre-
ativity and his inv~ntiveness not only to facilitate adapta-
tion to change but also to push the. frontiers of change even 
f'arther :tn the interests and welfare of mankind • .!/. 
The student must be an active participant in all forms 
of learning,. so that be may know from successful experiences 
i(harence Fielstra, "Developing Openness for New Experi~ 
ences," Social Education, 16:152, December, 1958. · 
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how to plan for his living outside of school. These learning 
activities Jl1Ust be carried on in cooperation with other 
pupils so that be will gain facility in working with his 
peers on matters of common interest. He must actively evalu-
ate his activities and their findings so that be may develop 
the habit of ceaseless evaluation. 
Teaching techniques used by an instructor are of im-
measurable influence on the development· of pupil attitudes· 
toward new experiences. Pupils are more likely to develop a 
desire to ~arn new facts and perfect new abilities if teach-
ing techniques are highly motivational and give the pupils 
purpose and meaning in their learning experiences.Y 
The following recommendations of Bartlett and Sanford 
for the elementary social studies program were among the find 
ings of a survey in which are reported the interviews of 
three hwtdred classroom teachers in Southern Illinois: 
Regarding Curriculum and_ Methodology 
1. Exert efforts to make the schools more community 
centered. This will involve_ the two-way process in the 
public relations, use. of school facilities for community 
activities, and the formation of lay advisory groups. 
2. Participate in matters pertaining to the social 
studies curriculum. 4dministrators, teachers, and pupil 
should be called upon to play their respective roles. 
3~ _Utilize resOurce places and people more exten-
sively in implementing the objectives of the social 
-studies progr'!lm~ The numerous places that any community 
possesses that couldbe used as part of a social studies 
laboratory should be surveyed and used appropriately. 
The same techniques _should be applied to the surprisingl 
Mbid., p. 154• 
6 
large number of adults and unique pupils who could con-
tribute on occasion. 
4. Extend careful consideration to content and 
methodology to be applied to questions dealing with 
home and family living. The content appears to be 
present, but_ organizational patterns don't seem clear. 
5. Include improvements in traits of social living 
as an objective in all schools coordinatedwith acquir-
ing skills and information. 
6. Explore the possibility of employing conference 
between teacher and both parents at least twice a year. 
This would be executed as part of the program of evalua 
tion .. 
7. Utilize co:nmiunity resources. 
a. Utilize available audio-visual aids, such as 
clippings, pic·tures, blackboard.s, bulletin boards, 
scrapbooks, and displays. 
9. Provide increased opportunity for field trips. 
· 10. Select texts as tools adapted to the particular 
needs or: the groups rather than as a course of study., 
· 11. Choose readableald interesting books with~~asie 
vocabulary and authentic, yet artistic, drawings.~ 
The findings of the McCoy study pointed out that chil-
dren who were indifferent or who disliked the social studies 
in the fifth grade acquired a liking for them in the seventh 
grade for the following reasons: 
1. Teacher explanation and personality. 
2 .• A greater variety of activities. 
3o A curriculum which offered greater stress on 
social studies. 
4. A change of subject matter-... the study of histor 
£/'Mabel L. Bartlett and Clarence D. Sanford, "Recormnenda-
tions for Elementary Social Studies," Social Education, 
20:171-2, April, 1956. 
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rather than geography.Y 
Some of these students will become teachers. Those who 
do not enter teaching will realize the value of first-hand·. 
learning experiences for any child. In many cases, they 
will bring pressure to bear on elementary schools in their 
communities to provide these experiences. This method is a 
very slow leavening process.§/ 
Many teachers have made improvements in the curriculum 
of the social studies.. They are less inclined to survey the 
history of the world and more inclined toward a selectivity 
in their efforts to bring students an understanding of how 
the .world got to be what it is today. As a result, the cur-
riculum is becoming more functional, more meaningful, and 
much more able to contribute to the student's understanding. 6 
Teachers have been trying to make concepts more meaning-
ful in other ways, tooo The wide selection of au~visual 
aids hardly needs mentioning. The increasing use of imagina-
tive literature, of biography, and of travel; going beyond 
the old dependence of historical fiction, has helped the 
background of experience which brings reality to social 
!!virginia McCoy, "A Summary of Research in Elementary 
School Social Studies," (unpublished Master's the sis, Boston. 
University, Boston, 1956), p. 80 • 
.§/Edith Parker, "Pathways, Perspective and Progress at 
Elementary Levels,n Journal. of Geography, 55:75, February, 
1956. . 
VEdwin R. Carr, °Cri tical Look at the Social Studies, 11 
Scholastic, 67:17-T, January 5, 1956. 
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concepts and without which the textbook generalizations VDuld 
be vague and elusive.'JI 
Seege~ found that classroom experiments demonstrating 
scientific principles helped to lead the child into deeper 
interests. Such experiments awakened the child's mind so 
that he would ask questions of "How?" and "Why?" 
Teachers must use every resource at their command to 
stiumulate intellectual curiosity, to formulate patterns of 
learning and habits of rese~rch, and to keep interest and 
enthusiasm alive. Those pupils who contribute little will 
at least have their interest aroused.Y 
Rudma~laimed that children can profit greatly when the 
textbook is used as it was designed to be used. He found·. th~ ~ 
texts gave many opportunities to use other instructional 
materials, such as field trips, movies, filmstrips, record-
ings and the like, and it encouraged pupils and teachers to 
search elsewhere for further detailed information which was 
not in the regular text. 
Collier111explained that teacher-pupil planning was 
where the teacher sets aside a period of time f'or the group 
JJ!E2_ • .£!.!· 
YM. L. Seeger,· 11Historical Values in a Sixth Grade Socie .. 
Studies Unit," Social Studies, 47:6, January, 1956. 
Yrbid.' Po a. 
-
WHerbert c. ·Rudman, '~Patterns of Textbook Use--Key to 
Curriculum Development, " Elementary School Journal, 58:402, 
April, 1958. 
!!/calhoun c. Collier, 11We Believe in Teacher-Pupil Plan-
........ 0, 
1954. 
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to plan through group discussion and evaluation the day's 
work, the week's work, or the year's work. 
Collier also stated: 
The teacher who is going to use the process of 
teacher -pupil planning in the classroom must have faitb 
in democracy as a way of life and confidence in the 
ability of his pupils to carry out this process. The 
pupils must be willing to work cooperatively as a group. 
In all teacher-pupil planning, much pre-planning 
by the group is necessary. This pre-planning is best 
done on a broad and flexible basis so that the plans 12 1 can be modified as the pupils make their contributions~ 
The preceding participation teaches acceptance of re-
sponsibility, respect for others, and cooperative work atti-
tudes for all participants. When properly done, teacher-
pupil planning was found to be one of the most successful 
means of teaching social s tudies.W 
Harpl!/felt that the schools must alter their environ-
ment to conform to the changing curriculum. Practical be-
ginnings could be made by converting the bare room into a 
stimulating learning environment by adding such things as 
movable tables and chairs, cupboards, open shelves, work 
benches, easels, phonographs, filing cabinets, magazl.ne 
racks, growing plants, curtains, grills for cooking, linoleum 
rugs, aquariums, and books for information and enjoyment. 
WLoc. Cit. 
-
WLoc. cit. 
-
WHenry Harp, "What's New in Curriculum," National 
Educators Association Journal, 43:37, January, 1954. 
' 
10 
'. 
Visits should be made to such places as local industrief , 
governmental agencies, flour mills, newspaper plants, and 
dams.W 
Harp12/ further stat~d that the learning activities of 
the unit should be varied and lifelike, including construc-
tion, research, field trips, experimentation, and creative 
activities. At every point the pupils must be motivated by 
.... , 
the necessity to find answers to their own questions.,::.:-> 
Simpson11/ believed that the classroom program should 
provide for physical activity at appropriate intervals. 
Dramatic and rhythmical activities can provide this. Chil-
dren in this period of growth are physically and intellec-. 
tually ready for increasingly extensive use of-books and 
reading materials. Students react best when a variety of 
activities and materials are used. Committee w:>rk and small 
group activities appeal to them,and they are ready to assume 
a share of the responsibility involved in planning activitief 
Children of this age (10-.11) can deal successfully with 
mdnor problems9 They respond zestfully with simple recogni-
tion of their success and need opportunities to demonstrate 
their achievements and abilities. Interest in adventure 
WLoc. cit • 
.!§/Lac. ill· 
WRoy D. Simpson, "Growth~Development and Learning in 
Relation to the Social Studies," Building Curriculum Social 
Studies for the Public Schools of Calii'ornia, 26:53-54, May, 
1957. 
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and their curiosity concerning all appearances of nature 
stimulate them to use a wide variety of materials.!§! 
LeboffWwas extremely gratified with the results pro-
duced by the fifth and si~th grade social studies classes . 
when they worked together on various projects throughout the 
year. A role of "Captain" was designated by the teacher to 
a different member of the group with each new project. This 
allowed for the sl owe:r: student to be pressured into his best 
wor~for too often only t~e "born learnersW serve in such 
capacity, and the poorer students are more than willing to 
sleep. 
Leboff further claimed that the above groups bad pre-
pared maps of all types, painted murals, presented pantomimes 
and participated in other varied activities. 
There are many benefits to be derived from such 
planning. A clash of personalities may take place whic 
must be resolved by the group for the good of the team 
rather than the individual benefit of the students pri-
marily concerned. A slow student who is serving as a 
'"Captain' may be pressured by the others into doing his 
job to the ve:r:y beat of his. ability, which incidentally 
may:be a great deal better than anyone ever before 
realized. Brighter students may find pleasure in help-
ing the slower ones. The advantages of good teamwork 
· will become evident as they plan the ~B:tt ways to utili 
each team member's particular talent.~ 
The most important result of any program of this type 
was that the. children learned the basic elements of good 
w~., P· 54. 
WJohn Leboff, "In Favor of Projects," Social Education, 
20:329, Novembe:r:, 1956. 
gQ/Loc. cit. 
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citizenship and coopera~ion.W 
McSwain_gg/ suggest_ed that the social studies program 
should offer young people the inducement and skills to live 
in an age of "air-communication.'' Radio and television have 
made national and international communication by·sound, 
sight, and motion timeless. The social studies should be 
designed in these three dimensions, also. 
He further stated that work in social studies was sig-
nificant when it enabled young people to discover, examine, 
and define the values, ideas, attitudes, and information 
• 
which contributed to the ·development of critical mental, be-
' havior when interacting with modern means of·communicat~on. 
Informed and inquiring minds are needed in an age of "air-
waves." Modern man achieved the modern "know-how." Present-
day problems in social studies require solu tiona with a 
modern "know-how." The areas covered by social studies 
must provide effective means by which pupils may improve the 
development of their psychological "eyes and ears." He also 
claimed that the defense of American will be found in the 
mental and moral development o.f the school- children. 23/ 
w. 
· Loc. cit. 
--
_gg/'.Edward T. McSwain, ":Assumptions Basic to Social Studie 
Curriculum Improvement," Twent -Sixtp Yearbook of the Nationa 
Council for the Social Studies, 955 1 pp. 3- • 
w .·· 
· : Ibid., P•. '74. 
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Shane stated: 
Children's interest and information have been ex-
tended. beyond. the grocery store and fire department by 
the time they are six or seven years old. T.V. has .. 
opened the world for children. The Eifel Tower, the 
age of chivalry, and the moon are now close to boys and 
girls in Philadelphia as the Schaylkill or Delaware 
Rivers. Children's changing fund of information makes 
it mandatory for us to change our ideas of what and how 
we teach children and whenwe present our subject 
matter. Programs of instruction need to be mare fle xibl ~· 
and imaginative •. We cannot serve our T.V.-bred children 
of today by clinging to present practices or by trying 
to return to the past. · We must utilize rather than dis-
regard the electronic age w~~ch is surrounding the young 
with new wonders each day.~ 
The following ideas suggested by Scarfeg§/ attempt to 
make the social studies lifelike. These devices and methods 
would supply the vital, detailed descriptive evidence from 
Which children could derive by themselves their own generali-
zations and their own abstractions, once they had understood 
the main purpose of social studies. 
Detailed, descriptive, vivid findings are needed. 
Sophisticated techniques, which· attempt to hide. ignorance· o:f 
precise facts or unscholarly means to arrive at conclusions, 
must be eliminated :fran teaching. Tours to study local con-
cerns in which people are working hard f'or a living are 
' 
necessary f'or a~l children in order that they may know and 
understand the bard facts of' life. 
WHaroldG. Shane, "Television and the Curriculum," 
National Elementary Principal, 37:36-37, May, 1958. 
~Norman v. Scarfe,. "Geographic Education and Teaching 
Methods," The Journal of' GeographY, 55:63, February, 1956. 
l 
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Scarfe further stated: 
Good teaching means turning the room into a kind o 
laboratory with plenty of travel books, topographic map 
and pictures where children can be actively studious an 
intelligently curious in thinking through geographical 
information, which may help them throw light on the man 
social and political problema of the world. The dull 
textbook grind without the use 'of pictures, real storie 
or atlases is just as deadening as the ancient recitati 
of countries• capitals and products. Still more value~ 
less is the vague thoughtless generality_w~ich it has 
been the aim of this article to attack.~ 
Burk~ believed that the teacher must provide me~ning 
ful learning exercises which will stimulate the pupil to 
think. Superior pupils had made the greatest progress in 
the study skills, but those of lesser ability could develop 
some skills, also. Critical thinking was develpped through 
continual practices,. and means for this development should b 
made for all areas since there seemed to be little transfer 
from one sUbject to another. 
One of. the principal things the teacher must keep 
in mind is that objectives must be related to activitie 
if that relationship: is not maintained, there is no 
direction to the learning process. 
The child needs to learn through experience that 
social studies materials can be used in many different 
activities. The child will gradually sense that it is 
not the materials themselves which are. of main import~R 
but rather the use to which the materials can be put. 
Johnstox&bad assumed .that .tll:.n.e preferences and interest 
Wrbid .. , P• 66. 
-
WGeorge Burke, "Analysis of Types of Activities Listed 
by Sixth Grade Children Concerning Social Studies'. Content," 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 
1955), PP• 3-4. · . 
.Wrbid., P• 4. 
29 
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of the child cannot be the sole criterion when forming the 
curriculum. However, by an awareness of those subjects and 
activities in which the child's interests are greatest and hif 
individual preferences are most pronounced, strides could be 
made in molding a curriculum to the satisfaction of the 
learner. When the curriculum is thus organized, students are 
led to an awareness of their needs, and can attack problems 
which will lead them through a series of activities involvin@ 
continuous evaluation of experiences upon higher levels. 
Fox found: 
Democracy calls f'or hard~working, well inf'or.med, 
competent citizens who want their classmates and neigh-
bors to succeed and will help them do so, who recognize_: 
the.inherent worth of the individual whatever his li-
mitations or abilities, and who will resist the kind of 
group arrangements on which only a few can meet with 
success. Democracy needs people who are eager to learn, 
who can meet problems and changes resourcefully without 
being set back on their heels, who can settle their dif-
ferences amicably, who can deliberate, plan, and work 
with others to improve their school or neighborhood or 
city or state or nation, depending of course upon their 
state of' maturity. Democracy calls f'or people who will 
work and plan constructiv~0~ with other people, not in . competition against them.~ · 
16 
Believing in such a philos~phy, -teachers must then uphol ~ 
these standards in education by giving. each student an oppoP-
tunity to experience and grow in cooperation, freedom, sharin~, 
initiative, originalitt, and creative self'-expression.W 
~/Lorene K. Fox, ''Children Need Adventure, n Childhood 
Education, 25:245, February, 1949. 
~ . . 
Johnston, .2E.• ill.•, P• 2. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF STUDY 
This fourth grade study is a continuation of the FoleyY 
and Duva~theses. The following plan is taken from the 
original study done by Foley.~ 
A check list was decided upon as the best means to ob-
tain the desired information. The check list contained 
thirty-eight items on which the children were asked to indi-
cate their preferences by circling one of the following for 
each activity: 
X I have not done this. 
L I like it very much. 
N I neither like nor dislike it. 
D I dislike it very much. 
Directions were given to the· teachers administering the 
cheek list so that they would know the purpose of it and the 
way to present it to the pupils. 
The children were asked to show their first, second, and 
YHarriet Ma Foley, "?references of Sixth Grade Children 
for Certain Social Studies Activities," (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1951). 
Ynavid Duval, . "Preferences. of Fifth Grade Children for 
Certain Social Studies Activities," (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1952). 
~/Foley 1 .22. .2,!1. · 
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third choices or school subjects. Next, the pupils indicated 
how they felt about each activity in relation to social 
studies by circling. one of the letters for each item. Lastly 
the boys and girls were asked to showwhat they liked best 
to do or these activities-by indicating their first, second, 
and third choices. 
The check list was given to 322 fourth grade children 
in twelve classrooms in a large residential town of Massachu-
setts. 
In this study an at tempt was made to discover: 
1. The subject preferences of 322 fourth grade children. 
2. How these pupils feel about certain social studies 
activities. 
3. Which activities are chosen as favorites. 
4. The most popular or all these activities in social 
studies. 
5. The differences, if any, between boys and girls in 
preferences for certain activities. 
The analysis of the findings are presented in Chapter 
IV. 
Following are a copy of the check list and the aceompan~· 
1ng letter to the t&acli.ers: 
18 
To the Teachers: 
A few years ago 6 as probably you know, a preference 
study was made of 13,000 fifth grade pupils in New England tc 
determine which subjects were best liked by them. As a resuJti 
of this study, it was found that socia1 studies ranked very 
low. 
The purpose of the check list I am sending you is to fix i 
out What the situation. is in your area. In this list there 
are three parts. The following are suggestions for each of 
the three sections. The directions may need further explana-
tion for sane of the children. · 
1. The subject preference is to be indicated by numbering 
11 2 1 or 3 for first, second, and th~d place. 
2. Activities in teaching the social studies are to be 
indicated by circling one of the following: 
X I have not done this. 
L I like it very ml.ch. 
N I ned:bher like nor dislike it. 
D I dislike it very much. 
Be sure that the pupils go ahead to the second page. 
3. After the entire second section has been marked as de-
scribed in 2 above., the pupils are to mark with 1 the 
best liked activity, with 2 the next best liked,-axid 
with 3 the third choice. All of the items should be 
consiaered, not just those on the first page. The num-
bers ,!1 g_6 3 tor these prefel'ences are to be placed in 
the column 1n front of the numbers for-the items. 
- ------
Please be sure that each pupil completes all three sec-
tions and indicates either boz or girl.:. Without this 
all the responses cannot be considerea. There is no 
time limdt on the whole nor on any part of the check 
list. It will take approximately_ fifteen minutes. 
It is hoped that this will not cause too much work or 
disrupting of plans for you. Your interest and co-operation 
will be very much appreciated. It will be appreciated also 
if these papers can be returned through the person from whom 
you received·. them. As soon as the results have been tabulate i, 
they will be available if you should be interested. 
Albert J. McGowan, Jr. 
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Boy or Girl 
Girls and Boys:t On this paper tell what you l!ike best about ypur social studies and 
those things which you ~njoy doing better thail others. 
DO THIS FIRST 
Choose your favorite studies from those ;!.aril.ed 
,in the list at the righto 
Put l before your first choice. 
Put 2 ' before', your second choiCe 0 
Put 3 before your .third choice. 
DO THIS SECOND 
Reading 
Arithmetic 
Language 
Penmanshi.p 
S:flSlling 
Sooial Studies 
Jr.t 
:Music 
Science 
·Heal;,th Education 
... ~.~:;,...~ : ... :.)i 
In the section b'elow, put a circle· around the letter whi.ch tells how you feel about 
each way of working in social studies d 
X I have not done this. 
L I lim · it very much. 
N I neither like nor dislike it. 
D I dislike it very much. 
loUse the-same social studies book-tnat·each-child 
.in the class haso 0 -o 0 0 0 0 0 o..o·•-.0 0. 0 o-o ~-o o.o- 0 •.o ......... ; ........... . 
2~ Use many different books in social studies •••••••••• 
3 0 'Work by nurself on an assignment.-. 0 • 0 • 0 0 .............. .. 
h,. Work in committees on a project or assignment ••.•••• 
5o Prepare reports for the class •••••.•••••• -••••••••••• 
6 .. Give reports to the class ......... ~oooooo•••"••• ........ .. 
7 0 .Listen to reports 6 o· 0· 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 •• 0 e ••. e • 
8 o Have quiz contests on the most :interesting facts •••• 
9,.-,_ Have short tests on the ~1s discussion •••••••••• te 
l.Oo Have a test on the unit when it is f:inj.shed •••••••• o 
ll;, Learn nellll' words •••• ., • o ••••••••• o ••• o ... o ••••••••••••• 
12 o Study maps of tba country being talked about ....... .. 
13. Draw a map and show produc~s, ~portant citiesJ etc .. 
14 .. Fill in an outline map<toooooooOOOoOOO·O-o&o<>•·•••o•o••• 
Go on to the next p:Lge. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
.X 
X-
X 
X 
x· 
x· 
X 
L 
L 
L 
L 
N 
N 
N 
N 
L N 
L 4-- N 
L N 
L N 
L N 
L N 
L N 
L N 
L N 
L N 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
I 
l 
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l5e Make a relief map; using materials such' as 
saltJ flollr, ete.ooo•·••o••o•o••·~······••o•••········· 
16. Read social studies and ail8Wer. questions made. by 
the 1:,eacher ••• ~a o o •• o. ~ .. o. o o • o •••• o •.•.• o ............ ~ •• 
17. Read soc:i.al stUdies and. an5wer. questions made. ey 
the pupils ••• o· o o o o e • o • o o ••••••••. o •••• o -o .•• o • ·• ••••••• 
18 .. Use a question· guide made· by· the. class· .for· .. 
discussion •• o Q, o o o o o •• o. o •.••••• c. • o o •.• o •••••• o •••.•••• 
20 o Make individual outlines .for study~··~ ••••••. • & ••••• 
210 Write out ansWers. t6. questions . pla(fed. on. the - .. 
blackOO.ardo •• o o ~ o .• o o .. e-o o o ~ •• •. o o .. o. o ~ •• o •••• o ..... o e 
22 .. Write SWI~~J~aries o.f important ideas ••••••••.••••••••• 
23 .. Make up your own stories about the unit ••• o ........ . 
24. Make up plqs about interesting happenings ••.••••••• 
25. Dramatize important events studied in a unit ••••••• 
26 .. Find a play and act it out ..... o .. ooooOo<to .......... o •••• 
27 .. Collect pict'llres, poems, and· stories to go with 
the nni t. o Q o ••.• o • o o 9 •-o o • o o o o • o o o ·o o. o ~ o o o •• o o o o ..,. o ••• 
28. Make exhibits to go w;i.th the study ...... o •• o o ........ o •• 
29 o Study exbibi ts. which go wi. th the unit #0 o •••••••.•••• 
30o Make individual booklets on the unito ............... . 
31 .. Make a class bo.oklet about the unit •••••••••••••••• 
32. Draw pictures to illustrate the unit ••••••••••••••• 
33o Work with a group on a mural or picture ••.••••••••• 
34. ·Have discussia(lS in charge o.f pupils ............... . 
35. See .films, .filmstrips,~ and slides about the unit ••• 
36• Discuss .fil.m,s, .filmstrips, and slides about unit .... 
37 .. Take a trip to the museum in connection with unit •• 
38. Construct m.odels o.f interesting things st_udied ••••• 
X 
X 
X-
X 
X 
X 
X· 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
DO THIS THIRD-Go back over these· 38 items. Choose tha-t ~hich you like best to do in 
studyl.ng social · studies1 · . .and in- the· column ·in .front o.f the numbers-
Put 1 be.fere your .f±rsi choli.O.e. · 
~t 2 before your second choice. 
Put 3 be.fore ypur ;.;blrlrd choice. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In examining Table I it is easy to see the wide range 
of ~terests that must be considered in social studies for 
these fourth grade children. The definite dislikes are easil. 
seen aloDg with activities that the students have not had the 
opportunity to experience •. It was encouraging to .find more 
than twice as many activities marked with a feeling o.f indif-
ference as those marked with outright distaste. The letter 
! was used to indicate those activities that were overlooked 
by the student. 
In the compa.l'ison of Tables II and III it was noted that 
there were many activities that boys and girls agreed upon. 
However, there are same marked di.fferences.that prove rather 
interesting and should be noted. The activities in order of 
preference that both boys and girls. s:eemed to like were: 
35. See films., :filmstrips, and slides about the unit 
11. Learn new words 
7. Listen to reports 
12. Study maps of the country being talked about 
36 .. D:t.sd'!lsst;films, filmstrips, and slides about unit 
a. Have quiz contests on the most interesting facts 
14. Fill in an outline map 
34. Have discussions in charge of pupils 
37. Take a trip to the museum in connection with unit 
13. Draw a map and show products, important cities, etc. 
38. Construct models of interesting things studie_cL 
17. Read social studies and· answer questions made by p~ s 
16. Read social studies and answer questions made by the 
teacher 
-22-. 
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TABLE I 
PREFERENCES OF 322 FOURTH GRADE CHILDREN FOR 
THIRTY-EIGHT SOCIAL STPDlES -ACTIVITIES 
Not Indif- ·Dis- Not 
Act. Done Liked iferent 11ked Marked 
1 11 200- 87 . 21 3 ·. -
2 64 136 . 74 45 3 
3 14 149 79 77 3 
4 20 206 60 31 5 
5 40 179 . '69-- 33 1 
6 30 195 62 33 2 
7 -6 265. 41 10 0 
8 49 193 53 19 8 
9 27 114 115 64. 2 
10 20. 118 107 73 4 
11 4 269 38 8 3 
12 10 228 63 18 3 
13 38 1e2 74 26 2 
' 14 . 39 189 68 24 2 
. . 15 155 111 30 19 7 
16 1 16_5 97 57 2 
17 24 179 ~3 24 2 
18 104- 99 . 80 32 7 
19 74 113 103 29 3 
20 71 133 81 33 4 
21 - 13 178 89 41 1 
22 27 153 102 38 2 
23 19 203 72 24 4 
24 104 149 43 16 10 
25 101 116 74 21 10 
26 69 188 46 17 2 
27 32 190 72 26 2 
28 35 195 60 25 7 
29 33 162 99 22 6 
30 81 132 71 29 9 
-. 
31 133 83. 64 28 14 
32 27 217 .. 51 22 5 
• 33 46 208 45 13 10 
34 . 25 187 83 21 6 
35 17 274 18 5 8 
. 
36 25 196 69 22 10 
I • . 37 98 186 19 - 7 12 
I 38 55 183 56 20 8 
Tota1s· 1741 6623 . 2607 1073 192 
. 
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TABLE II 
PREFERENCES OF ;IQ3 FOURTH GRADE BOYS FOR 
THIRTY-EIGHT SOCIAL. STUDIES ACTIVITIES 
Not Liked Indi.t- Dis- Not 
Act. Done .f'erent . liked Marked 
1 7 83 . 42 18 3 
2 31 57 34 29 2. 
3 ·8 66 '33 44 2 
4 9 88 30 23 3' 
5 21- 75 3l.. 26 0 
6 15 89 29 19 l 
7 5 118 22 a 0 
a 25 89 24 13 2 
9 12. 52 53 36 0 
10 11 57 40. 43 2 
11 3 122 20 '17 l 
12 5 110 26' 10 2 
13 19 as 34 14 l 
14 22 83 30 16 2 
15 72 51 '13 14 3 
16 l 69 .· 44 37 2. 
17 15 78 43. 15 2 
18 44 42 38 25 4 
19 32 54 47 17 3 
20 32 56 44 19 2 
21 6 68 50 2a 1 
22 14 61 50 26 2 
23 10 86 40 15 2 
24 46 62 27 13 5 
25 46 51 38 14 4 
26 31 78 27 15 2 
27 13 73 44 21 2 
~a 15 85 28 20 5 
29 20 73 42 15 3 
30 33 56 40 19 5 
31 60 32 31 19 11 
32 J.4 92 28 15 4 
33 24 89 24 9 7 
34 11;.'; 85 38 15 4 
35 9 127 7 4 6 
36 11 91 28 15 8 
37 44 90 8 6 5 
38 19 91·· 24 13 6 
Totals. 815 291:4 1251 715 119 
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TABLE III 
PREli'ERENCES OF 169 FOURTH GRADE GIRLS FOR 
THIRTY-EIGHT SOCIAL STUDIES ACTIVITIES 
'. 
Not Indif'-. Dis.- Not 
Act. Done Liked. fe.rent li;ked Marked 
1 4 117 45 3 0 
2 33 79 40 16 1 
3 :~6 . 83 46 33 1 
4 ll 118 30 ~. 2 
5 19 104 38 7 l 
6 15 106 33 14 l 
7 1 147 i9 2 0 
8 24 104 29 6 6 
9 15 62 62 28 2 
10 9 G61 6'7 30 2 
11 1 147 18 l 2 
12 5· 118 57 8 l 
13 19 97 40. 12 l 
14 17 106 38 8 0 
15 83 60 . 17 5 4 
16 0 96 53 20 0 
17 9 101 50' 9 0 
18 60 . 57 42 7 3 
19 42 59 56. 12 0 
20 39 '77 37 14 2 
21 "1 110 . 39 13 0 
22 13 92 52 12 0 
23 9 117 32 9 2 
24 58 8'7 16 3 5 
25 55 65 36 7 6 
26 38 110 19 2 0 
27 19 117 28 5 0 
28 20 110 32 5 2 
29 13 89 5"1 7 3 
30 48 '76 31 10 4 
31 73 51 33 9 3 
32 13 125 23 ''t l 
33 22 119 21 4 3 
34 14 102 45 6 2 
35 8 147 ll l 2 
36 '14 105 41 7 2 
37 54 96 11 l 7 
38 36 92 32 7 2 
Totals 926 3709 1356 358 73 
29. Study exhibits which go with the unit. 
~o. Have a test on the unit when it is finished. 
25. Dramatize important events studied in a unit. 
9. Have a short test on the day• s discussion. 
18. Use a question guide made by the class for 
discussion. 
In expressing their likes, the girls seem·to have a 
definite preference over the boys for all activities. The 
most dominant of these in order of preference are: 
32 .. Draw pictilres to illustrate the unit 
33. Work with a group on a mural or picture 
1. Use the same social studies· book that each child 
in the class has 
23. Make up your own stories about the unit 
21 .. Write out answers to questions placed on the 
blackboard · 
~6 .. Read social studies and answer questions made by 
the teacher · 
22. Write summaries of important ideas 
~boys and girls indi_cated a strong liking for the 
f'o~l~wing activities in order of preference: 
37. Take a trip to the museum in connection with the 
unit . 
38. Construct models of' interesting things 
~o. Have ~ test on the unit when it is finished 
19. Use the outline made by the class for study 
Tbe greatest indifference on the girls' part was fo~nd 
in only one activity: (1) nHave a test on the unit when it 
is finished. u Tbe boys did not indicate any large degree of 
indifference when compared with the girls on this activity• 
The greatest disllke on the part of the boys when com-
pared with the girls was found in the following activities: 
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28. Make exhibits to go w.ith the study 
5. Prepare reports for .the class 
1~. Read social studies and answer questions made by the 
teacher 
27. Collect pictures, poems, and stories to go with 
the unit 
21. Write out answers to questions placed on the blac)£-
board -
1. Use the same social studies book that each Child in 
the class has 
Further investigation noted that the boys' dislike for 
all activities a~ost doubled that of the girls. 
The least disliked by b.oth boys and girls were: 
35. See films, filmstrips, and slides about unit 
37. Take a trip to.the museum in. connection with unit 
7. Listen to reports 
11 .. Learn new words 
TABLE IV 
PER CENT IN PREFERENCES CATEGORIES OF 153 BOYS 
AND:_; 169 GIRLS FOR 38 SOCIAL' STUDIES ACTIVITIES 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
Not 
Done Liked 
50.07 
5'7.75 
54.13 
Indif-
ferent 
21.47 
21.12 
21.13 
Dis- Not 
liked Marked 
12.25 2.05 
5.57 1.14 
:::·8.77 1.57 
It was noted when looking at Table IV that over 50 per 
cent of the activities were l~ed by both boys and girls. In 
both cases only 14 per cent of the children had not had the 
opportunity to participate in the activities. It was found 
that only 21 per cent of·all students were indifferent to 
these activities. The boys showed a dislike of 12 per cent, 
and the girls showed a dislike of only 5 per cent. This was 
27 
over twice the amount when compared with the girls .. 
ObserVation showed that the girls preferred, by 7 per 
cent more than the boys, a liking for these thirty-eight ac-
tivities.. The boys in return showed a 7 per cent more dis-
like for these very same activities.. Item analysis showed 
the failure of twice as many boys as girls to cheek the in-
strument correctly. 
In studying Table V t~ first Choice of the boys and 
both boys and girls was (35) "see films, filmstrips, and 
slides about unit.'' The second and third choices of the boys 
were (11) 11Learn new words" and ( 7) II Listen to reports. n 
The following three activities were chosen the same 
number of times by the girls; thus, they share the first 
place: 
35. See films, filmstri.ps, and slides about the unit 
7. Listen to reports 
11. Learn new words 
One should note that while (35) "See films, filmstrips, 
and slides about the unit," was first choice of the boys in 
Table V, and the boys picked (36) nDiseuss fil~, filmstrips, 
and slides about the unit" for sixth .place, the girls did not 
even consider (36) of any great importance. At least the 
boys were in teres ted enough to follow through and d1 sousa the 
films, filmstrips, and slides. 
Further follow-through interest was evidenced by the 
boys when they picked: ( 38) 11Construot models of interesting 
things studied" and ( 37) "Take a trip to the museum in 
28 
connection with the unit." Number 38 contributes to the fur-
ther interest of the unite The two activities above were not 
mentioned in Table V by the girls. 
TABLE V . 
THE TEN SOCIAL STUDIES ACTIVITIES MOST OFTEN CHOSEN 
BY 322 FOURTH GRADE CHIIDREN 
153 Boys·, 169 Girls 322 Boys and Girls 
Act. ·Times Act. Times Act. Times 
·Rank No. Chosen Rank No. Chosen Rank No. Chosen 
1 35 127 1.5 7 147 1 35 274 
2 11 122 1.5 35 147 2 11 269 
3 7 ll8 1.5 11 147 3 7 265 
4 12 110 4 32 125 4 12 228 
5 32 92 5 33 119 5 32 217 
6 .. 5 36 91 6 •. 5 4 118 6 33 208 
6.5 38 91 6 .. 5 12 118 7 4 206 
8 37 90 8 .. 5 23 117 8 23 203 
9.5 6 89 a.5 l 117 9 l 200 
9.5 8 89 8.5 27 117 10 36 196 
9.5 33 89 
The activities in order of preference most often chosen 
by fourth grade children are'as follows: 
35. See fi~s, fi~strips, and slides about the ~t 
11. Li§,arn new words 
7. Listen to reports 
12. Study maps o! the country being talked about 
32. Draw pictures to illustrate the unit 
33. Wo~k with a group on a mural or picture 
4. Work in committees on a project or assignment 
23. Make up your own stor:tes about the unit. 
1 .. Use the same social studies book that each child in 
the class has 
36. Discuss films, fi~trips, and slides about unit 
27. Collect pictures, poems, and stories to go with unit 
38. Construct models of interesting things studied. 
37. Take a trip to the museum in connection with unit 
· 6. Give reports to the class 
8. Have quiz contests on the most interesting facts 
The boys also chose (6) uGive reports to the class," and (8) 
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nHave a quiz contest on the most interesting facts." These 
were not among the first chosen by the girls which is hard to 
understand since all students seem to enjoy "quiz contest .. n 
The girls chose four activities which were not among the 
first ten chosen by the boys: 
1. Use the same social studies book that each child in 
the _class bas 
4 .. Work in committees on a project or assignment 
23. Make up your own stories-about the unit 
27. Collect pictures, poems, and stor,ies to go with the 
unit-
Could it be the patience that these activities require which 
causes them to be ·likable to girls and distasteful to the 
boys? 
Table VI indicated at a glance that the least popular 
activity was (3) 11Work by myself on an assignment." Second 
in Unpopularity among both boys and girls vias (10) "Have a 
test on the unit when it is finished•" 
Anderson!./ stated that less.:f'ormal-means of evaluating 
children are needed. This is possible through a close rela-
tionship between teacher and pupil. · He further states that 
m.ark·S<J are often symbols of competition and not cooperation 
which is of prime importance in educating socially s ansi ti ve 
and socially effective citizens. _This is more important to 
attain than any letter o:fl ___ figu.re grade• 
Ywalter Anderson, "Providing for Individual Differences 
in the Elementary School Social Studies Program," Fifteenth 
Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies, 1944 
p. 37. 
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TABLE VI 
THE TEN SOCIAL STUDIES ACTIVITIES LEAST POPULAR · 
WITH 322 FOURTH GRADE CHILDREN 
153 Boys 169 Girls 322 Boys and Girls 
Act. Times Act. Times Act. Times 
Rank No. Chosen Rank No. Chosen Rank No. Chosen 
l 3 44 l 3 33 l 3 7'1 
2 10 43 2 10 30 2 10 73 
3 16 37 3 9 28 3 9 64 
4 9 36 4 16 20 4 16 57 
5 2 29 5 2 16 5 2 45 
6 21 28 6.5 6 14 6 21 41 
7.5 5 26 6.5 20 14 7 22 38 
7.5 22 26 8 21 13 8 5 33 
9 18 25 9.5 22 12 9 6 33 
10 4 23 9.5 13 12 10 20 33 
9.5 19 12. 
The activities in order o:f. preference tbat.were least 
popular with .fourth grade chi"ldren are as .follows: 
3. Work by myself on an assig~ent 
10. Have a test on the unit when it is .finished 
·9. Have short tests on the dayr s discussion 
16. Read social studies and answer questions made by 
teacher 
2. Use many di:f.ferent·books in social studies 
21. Write out answers to questions placed on blackboard 
22. Write summaries of important ~deas 
5. Prepare reports .for the class 
6. Give reports to the class 
20. Make individual outlines .for study 
. 18. Use a question guide made by the class .for discussio 
4. Work in conttni ttees on a project or assignment 
13 .. Draw map·and show products. important cities 6 etc. 
19. Use an outline made by the class for study 
It was surprising to find that working on an assignment 
had a slightly greater unpopularity than a test. 
The boys chose .for third and fourth place ( 16) "Read 
social studies and answer auestions made b:v the teacher." and 
3l 
( 9) "Have short tests on the day •.s discussion.11 The girls cho1 e 
for third and fourth place (9) "Have short tests on the dayts 
discussion," and (16) "Read social studies and answer ques-
tions made by the teacher.tt 
Harperg/found that pupils asked the best questions, and 
the children should be encouraged to raise such questions. 
Since pupils seem to object to-present methods in testing# 
teachers should perhaps evaluate their testing program. · .. -. t. , 
Both boys and girls seem to agree on the unpopularity of 
(21) "Write out answers to cpestions placed on the blackboard, 
and 11 (22} "W:rite summaries of important ideas." 
The boys further marked as the least popular: 
5. Prepare reports :for the class 
18. Use a question guide made by the class for discussion 
4. Work in committees_ on a project or assignment · 
The girls marked as the least popular: 
6. Give reports to the class 
13. Draw a map and show products, important cities, etc. 
19~ Use an outline made by the class for study 
Table VII shows the close correlation with Table VI 
which shoed those activities as least popular. The rank· of ·~ 
these activities bad changed slightly. The choices of the 
boys and girls combined in both tables were the same with the 
exception of: 
1. Use the same soci.al studies book that each child in 
the class has. 
29. Study exhibits which go with the unit 
34. Have discussions in charge of pupils 
YA.. Harper, •Paradoxes in-Social Studies Instruction," 
Elementary School Journal, 37:603, April, 1937. __  
It should be noted that the activity that dealt with 
class discussion with the pupils in charge was not listed by 
the boys in either Table V or VI. The only activity in Tablel 
VI and VII that was tound in.Table V which concerned the most 
often chosen activity was (1) '1Use the same social studies 
book that each child in tbe class has." 
TABLE VII 
THE TEN SOCIAL STUDIES ACTIVITIES 'MOST OFTEN MARKED AS 
NEITHER· LIKED NOR DISLIKED BY 322 FOURTH GRADE CHIIDREN 
153 Boys 169 Girls 322 Boys and Girls 
Act. Times Act. Times Act. Times 
Rank No. Chosen· Rank No. Chosen Rank No. Chosen 
1 9 53 1 10 67 1 9 115 
2 21 50 2 9 62 2 10 107 
3 22 50 3 29 57. 3 19 103 
4 19 47 4 19 56 4 22 102 
5.5 20 44 5 16 53 5 29 99 
5.5 16 44 6 22 52 6 16 97 
5.5 27 44 7 17 50 '7 17 93 
8 17 43 8 3 46 8 21 89 
9.5 1 ·~~2 9.5 34 . 45 9 1 87 
9.5 29 42 9.o5 1 45 10 34 83 
The activities in order ot pre:t'ere:nce most often marked 
as neither liked nor disliked by fourth grade children are as 
follows: 
9. Have short tests on the dayts discussion 
10. Have a test on the unit when it is finished 
19. Use an outline made by the class tor study 
22. Write summaries for important ideas 
29. Study exhibits which go with the unit 
16. Read social studies and answer questions made by 
teacher 
17. Read. social studies and answer questions made by 
·pupils 
21. Write out answers to ~estions placed an the black-
board 
1 TTse the same social studies book that each child in 
32 
the class has 
34. Have discussions in charge of' pupils 
3. Work by myself on an assignment 
20. Make individual outlines for study 
27. Collect pictures, poems, and stories to go with the 
unit 
Table VIII had many activities that the teacher had not 
exploited. Most o.f these activities concer,ned cooperative 
classwork, imagination or dramatization, and the active par-
ticipation of' constructing things with the hands. Written 
work would also be included as well as class trips. 
TABLE VIII 
THE TEN SOCIAL STUDIES ACTIVITIES LEAST FREQ,UENTLY 
DONE BY 322 FOURTH GRADE CHILDREN 
153 Boys 169 Girls 322 Boys and Girls 
Act. Times Act. Times Act. Times 
Rank No. Chosen Rank No. Chosen Rank No. Chosen 
1 15 72 1 15 83 1 15 155 
2 31 60 2 31 73 2 31 133 
3.5 24. 46 3 18 60 3.5 18 104 
3.5 25 46 4 24 58 3.5 24 104 
5.5 37 44 5 25 55 5 25 101 
5.5 18 44 6 37 54 6 37• 98 
7 30 33 7 30 48 7 •30 81 
8.5 19 32' 8 19 42 8 19 74 
8.5 20 32 9 20 39 9 20 'i'll 
9.5 26 31 10 26 38 10 26 69 
The activities in order of' preference least .t'requently 
done by .fourth grade children are as follows: 
15.- Make a relief' map, using materials such as salt, 
.t'lour, etc. 
31. Make a class booklet about the unit 
24. Make up plays about interesting happe~~ngs 
25. Dramatize important events studied in a unit 
37. Take a trip to the museum in connection with the unit 
18. Use a question guide made by the class .for discussion 
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30. Make individual booklets on the unit 
19:. Use an outline made by the class :for study 
20·. Make individual outlines :for study 
26. Find a play and act it out . . . 
2. Use many different books in social studies 
Chapter II of this thesis dealt mainly with ideas woich 
could help teachers develop in children an interest and intro• 
duce them to new activities. Lack of' new activities and in-
terests was perhaps the reason why social studies received 
such a low ratingq 
In examining Table IX it was noticed that the combined 
choice o:f both boys and girls was {35) "See films, filmstrips 
and slides about the unit .. " This corresp_onds with the leadin~ 
activity in Table V.. It indicates a' consistency in the boys' 
and girls' thinking in relation to. the best liked social 
studies activity. It was the. large nUmber.of' boys who select~~ 
this activity that resulted in its assuming this position. 
The girls. chose as their first choice (37) "Take a trip 
to the museum in connection with the unit.". Their second 
choice agreed with the boyst :first. 
The combined choices in Table IX showed that the least 
popular were:: 
18. Use a question guide made by the class :for discussim 
19. Use an outline made by the class for study 
20. Make individual outlines for study 
O:f these three activiti.es (ID) 11 Make individual outlines for 
study]' was not .found on Table VI. The other two, ( 18) "Use a 
question guide made by the class for discussion,» and (19) nm 
an outline made by the class :for study,n were at the very 
hn+.+.n-m ~.p IJtAh1.:=. "(11 
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TAB:m IX 
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD CHOICES OF ACTIVITIES MADE BY 322 
FOURTH GRADE CHilDREN FOR 38 SOCIAL STUDIES .ACTIVITIES 
Combined 1st; 
2nd, 3rd 
Act. 1st Choice ·2nd Choice 3rd Choice Choice 
No •. B G Tot. B G Tot. B G Tot. B G Tot. 
1 2 3 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 6 
2 4 3 7 1 0 -~ 1 2 3 6 5 11 
3 3 9 12 2 2 4 2 3 5 7 14 21 
4 6 14 20 3 4 7 1 5 e lO 23 33 
5 10 12 12 9 3 12 1 _3 4 12 16 28 
6 13 14 27 7 . l.6 23 .. 7 3 10 27 33 60 
7 2 8 10 6 10 16 9 13 22 17 31 48 
8 3 4 7 3 6 9 3 1 4 9 11 20 
9 2 0 "2 0 0 0 2 l 3 4 1 5 
10 2 1 3 2 0 2 0 l 1 4 2 6 
11 6 7 13 7 10 17 9 15 24 22 32 54 
12 4 1 5 0 6 6 4 5 9 8 12 20 
13 4 12 16 7 5 12 3 2 5 14 19 33 
14 5 3 8 12 4 16 ·4 8 12 21 15 36 
15. 0 3 3 4 3 7 3 2 5 7 8 15 
16 1 2 3 2 3 5 2 '1 3 5 6 11 
17 1 0 1 1 3 4 2 2 4 4 5 9 
·18 1 0 1' 0 o· 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
19 0 0 0 l 0 1 l 0 1 2 0 2 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 l 2 3 
21 0 3 3 4 7 11 2 4 6 6 14 20 
22 0 0 0 0 1 1 6 1 7 6 2 8 
23 2 2 4 5 3 8 3 6 9 10 11 21 
24 1 2 3 1 7 8 3 8 11 :~s 17 22 
25 2 1 3 2 3 5 e 2 2 4 6 10' 
26 1 10 11 2 14 16 10 10 20 13 34 47 
27 3 8 11 1 11 12 1 12 13 5 31 :._,36 
28 1 0 1 1 1 2 4 3 7 6 4 10 
29 1 l 2 2 0 2 3 l .4 6 2 8 
30 0 0 0 2 l 3 1 4 5 3 5 8 
31. 2 1 3 0 l. 1 2 1 3 4 3 7 
32 5 2 7 4 4 8 8 4 12 17 10 27 
33 1 6 7 4 3 7 5 9 14 10 18 28 
34 0 2 2 2 1 3 1 2 3 3 5 3 
35 26 12 38 27 18 45 14 1.2 26 67 42 109 
36 2 1 3 5 3• 8 .6 2 8 13 6 1.9 
37 26 21 47· . 10 11 21 14 12 26 50 44 94 
38 13 1 14 7 ;~2 9 9 3 12 29 6 35 
147 167 314 146 166 312 •. 147 166 313 440 49.9 939 
Not 6 2 8 7 3 
Counted 
10 6 3 9 19 8 27 
TABLE X 
THE MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES {FIRST CHOIGE) 
WITH .322 FOURTH GRADE CHIWREN 
l53·Boys 169 Girls 322 Boys and Girls 
A.ct. Times Act. Times Act. Times 
Rank No. Chosen Rank No. Chosen Rank No. Chosen 
1.5 35 26 1 37 21 1 37 47 
1.5 37 .26 2.5 .6 14 2 35 38 
3.5 38 13 .. 2.5 4 14 3 6 27 
3.5 6 13 4 .. 5 '13 12 4 4 20 
5.5 4 6 4 .. 5 35 l2 5 13 16 
5.5 11 6 6.5· 5 10 6 38 14 
6.5 26 .··· 10 7 5 12 
8 26 ll 
9 11 13 
The activities in order of preference that are most 
popular with fourth grade children,are as follows: 
37. Take· a trip to the museum: in connection with unit 
35. See films, .filmstrips, and slides about the. unit 
6. Give reports to the class 
4. Work in canimi ttees on a project 
13. Draw a m~p and. show products, important cities, etc. 
39 .. Construct models of interesting things studied 
s. Prepare reports for the class · 
26 .. Find a play and act it out 
11.. Learn new words 
Table X showed .that the boys chose for .first place (35) 
"See :films~ filmstrips, and slides about the unit." For :firs1 
place the girls chose (37) mTake a trip to the museum in con-
nection with unit .• n 
ClarkYstated ~hat interests are aroused 1~ children who 
take trips and pursue many different activities. He :further 
stated that trips gave children an opportunity to feel and 
YElla c. Clark, "An Experime~tal· Evaluation of the Schoo 
Excursion," Journal of Experimental Education., 12:10-19, 1943. 
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visualize a personal ·experience. Trips related to classwork 
could be very advantageous to 8.11 concerned. 
Boys seemed to enjoy the new trend o~ visual material 
that is being used presently to supplement textbooks. It 
seems that ~ilms have made·. the curriculum more meaningful to 
all .. 
Table XI indicated thepopularity o~ arithmetic ~or both 
boys and girls of the fourth grade. Social: studies was the 
sixth choice. In the 1.951Yand 19522/ studies; art was the .:··:i. 
first choice in the fifth as well as in the sixth grade. Thi 
held tl'U.e for boys as well as girls. 
TABLE XI 
RANK O:RDER OF SUBJ];CT PREFERENCES AND NUMBER AND 
PER CENT OF FIRST CHOICES OF 322 FOURTH GRADE CHILDREN 
COMPARED WITH PER CENT OF FIRST CHOICES IN TEE 1951* 
AND 195?~~ PREFERENCE STUDIES 
322 No.. of 
Boys and Girls Choices 
Arithmetic 84 
Reading 69 
Art · 49 
Spelling 44 
Science 34. 
Social Studies 15 
Penmanship 14 
Language 5 
Music 4 
Health Education 4 
4/*F 
- oley, OE· cit. 
§/ 
·*Duval, OE· cit. 
Per Cent Fer Cent Per Cent 
This Study 1952. Study 1951 Study 
26 .. 09 18.54 16.88 
21(143 19 .. 48 17.13 
15.22 26.59 20.15 
13 .. 66 6.74 9.82 
10.56 4.31 4.54 
4.66 8.99 9.82 
4.35 .· 3.00 3.02 
1.55 .75 2.52 
1.24 7.86 13.10 
1.24 3.74 3.02 
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TABLE XII 
RANK ORDER OF SUBJECT PREFERENCES, NUMBER OF CHOICES, AND 
PER CENT OF FIRST CHOICES OF 153 FOURTH GRADE BOYS, 
COMPARED WITH PER CENT OF FmST CHOICES IN THE 
1951* AND 1952* SUBJECT PREFERENCE STODIES 
No.. or 
153 Boys Choices 
Arithmetic 46 
Science 24 
Art 23 
Reading 22 
Spelling 22 
Social Studies 8 
Language 2 
Penmanship 2 
Music 2 
Health Education 2 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
This Study 1952 study 1951 Study 
30.05 18.92 17 .. 32 
15 .. 69 ~.~4 7.94 
15.03 23.94 25.24 
14.38 16 .. 22 13.86 
14.38 6.56 5.~4 
5.~3 11.07 11.88 
1~31 1.77 2.97 
1 .. 31 3.01 2 .. 97 
1~31 6.54 8~91 
1.31 4.63 2.97 
TABLE XIII· 
RANK ORDER OF SUBJECT PREFERENCES, NUMBER OF CHOICES, AND 
PER CENT OF FIRST CHOICES OF 169. FOURTH GRADE GIRLS, 
COMPARED WITH . PER CENT OF FIRST CHOICES IN THE 
1951 * AND 1952* SUBJECT PREFERENCE STUDIES 
No. o:t 
169 Girls Choices 
Reading 47 
Arithmetic 38 
Art 26 
Spelling 22 
Penmanship 12 
Science .10 
Social Studies 7 
Langu.age 3 
Music 2. 
Health Education 2 
*Foley, op. cit. 
*Duval, op .. cit. 
Per Cent Per Cent Par Cent 
This Study 1952 Study 1951 study 
27 .. 81 22 .. 55 20 .. 50 
22 .. 49 18.18 16 .. 41 
15.38 29.09 14 .. 87 
13.02· 6.,91 13.89 
7.10 2.91 3.07 
5 .. 92 1.45 :J-.02 
4,.14 6.,18 7.69 
le78 .73 2.05 
1.18 9.09 17.43 
1.18 2.91 3.07 
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In the 1951Ystudy~ social studies ·was the .fi.fth .favored 
subject 1 while in the 19521/study it was in .fourth pl.ace .. 
In the present study social studies .fell to sixth place. 
Tables XII and XIII showed that the boys chose aritbmeti 
.for .first place, science as second, and social studies as 
sixth choice.. The girls pre.ferred reading as .first choice, 
arithmetic as second, and_social studies as seventh choice~ 
Tbe girls had chosen penmansh1.p over social studies, thus ac-
counting .for the lower rank. 
Both boys and girls chose art as their third choice, 
while reading was the boys t .fourth choice and spelling the 
girls' .fourth choice. 
The students paid little attention to language, ·nD.lsic, 
and health education. 
YFoley, OE~ -cit. 
7/, Duval, OJ2• cit. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Problem and Procedure 
Statement of the problem.-- The purposes of this study 
were (1) to determine methods for improving the teaching of 
social studies, and (2) to find reasons for disliking social 
studies. 
Summary of the procedure.-- A check list was used simi-
lar to that given to a group of fifth and sixth graders. 
The check list was made up of thirty-eight items on which th 
children were to indicate preferences by circling one of the 
following: 
x.:: I have not done this. 
L. I like it very much. 
N I neither like nor dislike it. 
D I dislike it very much. 
First, second, and third choices of the most popular 
activities were chosen after all the items bad been marked 
for preferences. Subject preferences were indicated by 
marking the first three choices of school subjects. This 
served to indicate how well the social studies was liked and 
also to facilitate a means of comparison with the study of 
-40-
' subject preferences in 1951!/and l952.Y 
No time limit was placed on completing the check list 
and any necessary help toward understanding the statement 
might be given by .the teacher to enable the children to check 
all of them. All necessary directions were given to the 
teacher on a sepa~ate sheet so that all of them could know 
the purpose and the procedure. 
The check list was given to 322 fourth grade boys and 
girls in the twelve elementary schools of a. Massachusetts 
town. 
2. Conclusions 
" ~ -· '._: . .i • -.. . 
Conclusions can be drawn only in so far as the data 
allow. The results are helpful in showing pupils' attitudes 
for various activities in social studies. In analyzing, some 
of the findings that were noted ·are: 
1. Over 54 per cent o:f the activities were chosen as 
liked by both boys and girls. 
2. The children nad not experienced 14 per cent of the 
activities. 
3. Slightly over 21 per cent o:f the activities were 
marked with an indi.fferen t attitude. 
4. Only 8 per cent of both boys and girls showed a dis-
like for these activities. The boys showed a 12 per cent 
Y Foley, .2E.• .£!!• 
Ynuval, .2E.• ill· 
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dislike 1 while the girls showed only a dislike of 5 per cent. 
5. The activity most often chosen by both boys and girl 
was the use of i'ilms, -i'ilmstrips, and slides about the unit. 
6. Both boys and girls showed a great-liking i'or learn-
ing new words and listening to reports. Taking a trip to th 
museum was not given a high prei'erence. 
7. The least popular activity was working on an assign-
ment alone. Having a test at_ the end of a unit also proved 
to be unpopular. 
a. Activities that dealt w:t.th any form of testing, oral 
discussions, answering questions, preparing reports, and the 
preparation of summaries, were also unpopular with the chil~ 
dren. 
9. The activities that both boys and_ girls neither like 
nor disliked were short tests when the unit was finished and 
tests at the end of a dayts discussion. 
10. The activities most often marked as not having been 
experienced was the making of relief maps, creating plays1 
making a booklet about the unit, and taking a trip to the 
museum. 
11. In both the 195lYand 1952!1 studies, art was the pre 
ferred subject While in this study, arithmetic was given the 
preference, and art fell into third place. 
12. In the 19512/arid 1952Eistudies, social studies was 
!?/Foley, .2E.• cit. 
!/Duval, .21?.· c 1 t . 
.2./Foley, 
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given fourth place, while in this study it fell to sixth 
place. 
3. Implications for Teaching 
1. The use of·the·most poptill:lr activities, such as film 
strips, slides, listening to reports, constructing models, 
taking trips to museums, are bound to enrich the teaching of 
social studies. 
2. The activities that were least popula.r were those 
which are important study skills needed by the pupils. Havir.p 
a test on the unit, writing summaries; preparing reports, 
outlining, and discussion groups fell into this area. 
3. Since all forms of tests were all unpopular, teachers 
may try to find a more acceptable means of evaluation. 
4. The strong preference for arithmetic, reading, art, 
spelling, and science suggeS::s that social studies should be 
brought into play with them. 
5. The least frequently done activities, making a re-
lief map, acting out plays, making a class booklet, and 
dramatizing important events, provide a large area that coulcl 
be explored in social studies. 
4. Limitations of Study 
1. The population sampled was not large enough to pro-
vide a high degree of reliability. 
2. The population sampled was taken from just one com-
munity; therefore, it is only valid for that community. 
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3. The reelings and attitudes or the teachers concerning 
social studies were not considered in the survey. 
. . 
4. The questionnaire was not tested ror reliability or 
validity .. 
5. Recommendations for Further Research 
1. Since this is a comparatively small study, this check 
list could be given to a rm1ch larger group of children. 
2. The choices of why activities are liked or disliked 
would prove·to be very enlightening and helpful for social 
studies. 
3. The same check list could be given to the same chil-
dren in a few years to find if their interests have changed. 
4. A study to find which activities are liked by the 
teachers and which activities are easiest to guide or direct 
would help the teaching c£ social studies. 
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